
Shifting Vibrations Instructions and ReadMe 
 
Welcome, dear soul! 


You should read this document fully, 
before trying to download the tracks 
or listen to the audios. This is an 
instruction sheet, which also has 
copies of the most common 
questions people have about Shifting 
Vibrations, all in one place for you.  

Make sure to save this PDF to your 
computer, if you haven’t already. If you 
have any questions or problems that 
aren’t solved here, please get in touch 
with us using this link. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE TRACKS 

VOLUME: 


Firstly, remember to listen safely, at the correct volume. We assume no 
responsibility for any damage to your hearing that may arise from listening to the 
tracks too loud. Just set a comfortable volume, and leave it at that. 


As long as you can hear the track, keep lowering the volume until you reach a point 
where you can hear it but it’s quiet.  

PICK A TRACK: 


There are many tracks in this package to choose from. I’d suggest starting with the 
‘Golden Ratio’ one, because that ‘aligns’ you back with Universal Consciousness, 
and then you’ll be more ready to use the other tracks. 


SETTING: 


Make sure you’re not driving, operating machinery or anything like that while 
listening to these tracks. You should ideally be laying down, very relaxed, in a 
dark and quiet room.  

The room should not be too cold either, you want to be very comfortable.  

EXPERIENCES: 


https://astralhq.com/contact/
https://astralhq.com/contact/


Don’t be scared if you have strange or vivid experiences, while listening to the 
tracks. This is normal. At the same time, don’t worry if you don’t experience 
anything ‘out of the ordinary’, because these are primarily ambient relaxation 
tracks.  

The effects of them will be most felt after a few days of listening for at least 30 
minutes per day. Also, the effects are mainly on your subconscious mind, so don’t 
be surprised if you don’t ‘notice’ an effect consciously. 


You’ll notice probably things start shifting in stages. Maybe you’ll feel 
‘naturally’ better or more energies one day, then the next. The suddenly you 
notice that you’re no longer triggered by certain things. Or that you feel 
drawn to other things.  

It doesn’t have to all happen ‘at once’, because the results will vary from person to 
person. It will really help for you to keep a journal where you write down your 
journey, experiences and results from these tracks.  

SUBLIMINALS USED! 

IMPORTANT: It’s been said that subliminals work a LOT better when you don’t 
know what they are. This effect happens because when you’re AWARE of the 
subliminal messages, your conscious mind filters them and starts to input 
your beliefs on them. 


BUT, you can scroll down and near the end of this PDF, you can learn more 
about the subliminal messages, if you need to. 

Explanation Of Each Track 

Some of these file names and track names might seem LONGER than the file 
names you’ve been able to download.  

There’s a reason for that:  

For some strange, technical reason, having files available for download on places 
like Google Drive, with LONG file names tends to cause problems with certain 
computers. It’s so strange, and you’d think that file name has nothing to do with 
how easy a track is to download, but it does.  

When we first launched this, people were having trouble downloading the files 
because the track names were long, like the track names you see below, here. So, 
we had to shorten the names on the download page/folder, so that people could 
get them. 


HERE, however, we can expand on the details, and give the full track names.  



Track 1: ‘Fibonacci Shifting Experience’ 396hz and 8hz Luxury 8 Hour 
Track (CONTAINS SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES) 

This track helps you to train your subconscious 
mind to believe in ‘shifting’, and the idea that you 
can create and manifest your own reality.  

Encoded with the Fibonacci sequence, the effects 
are felt within minutes. 

Shifting is the ability to move your point of 
awareness or focus from one timeline/reality to anther. This is a very complicated 
and strange process to understand and explain. The best way of looking at it, is 
thinking of the world as a hologram. 


If you focus on one part of the hologram, the other parts change to reflect what 
you’re focusing on. You might be more familiar with the phrases like ‘you become 
what you focus on’ or ‘you attract what you focus on’.


This track specifically helps you to BELIEVE in the concept of shifting, and of 
changing your awareness from one point to another. This is an ‘introductory’ track 
and great for beginners. 


It’s also REALLY good for just having in the background, while trying to shift, 
meditate, focus or lucid dream. This is one of the reasons we made this an 8 hour 
track at first. 


INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: There’s no special place you should listen to 
this, but it’s easier when you’re laying down or sitting down. Ideally things like this 
should be listened to with stereo headphones, although it’s not essential. 


Just sit down, relax, and focus on what you want to shift to or experience.  

Because the track is tuned to the Fibonacci sequence, you’ll find that it’s 
VERY easy to create an emotional reaction or experience within yourself, 
while listening to this. Use that to your advantage, and generate positive, 
inspiring images.  

Track 2: ‘Reality Shifting Booster’ 528hz Isochronic Tones Luxury 8 Hour 
Track (CONTAINS SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES) 

The booster track helps you to go to sleep and 
wake up in a new reality, and experience what 
you WANT to experience!  

Shifting is the ability to move your point of 



awareness or focus from one timeline/reality to anther. This is a very complicated 
and strange process to understand and explain. The best way of looking at it, is 
thinking of the world as a hologram. 


If you focus on one part of the hologram, the other parts change to reflect what 
you’re focusing on. You might be more familiar with the phrases like ‘you become 
what you focus on’ or ‘you attract what you focus on’. 


This is the same sort of principle. This track helps you ‘laser focus’ on what 
you WANT, and make the emotional desire and awareness associated with 
that, stronger.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: For this track, make sure you’re either sitting 
or lying down, and you’re completely relaxed. It REALLY helps to look at very 
emotional engaging images or videos just before listening to this, or WHILE 
listening to this. 


Things like a dream board, vivid or powerful videos on YouTube, and things that 
visually show you what YOU WANT to experience, will be helpful here. I like to for 
example, look at a Pinterest board that I’ve collected over the years. 


Track 3: ‘Shaman Beats’ 71-79hz Raise Your Vibrations Luxury 8 Hour 
Track (CONTAINS SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES) 

Shaman Beats takes you on a beautiful journey, this is 
great for deep meditation, lucid dreaming, astral 
projection or deep intense focus. Modelled on the 
deep trance state Shamans and Tribesmen achieved 
over the centuries, this will leave you feeling inspired, 
connected and healthy.


INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: Shaman beats is 
a powerful, trance like track that you can use for 
moving around, as well. I like to use this while doing 
ecstatic dancing, or expressive dancing and free 
movement. 


It’s very powerful to just have this on in the background, while you’re doing 
something physical like a workout, dancing, yoga or things like that.  

For that reason, there’s no specific instructions, other than it’s best when you 
combine it with soulful, free movement and expression.  

Track 4: ‘Lucid Oddysee’ 207-215hz Luxury 8 Hour Track (CONTAINS 
SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES) 



This is focused on lucid dreaming and becoming more in touch with your dream 
life, and enhances the dreams vividness and lucidity. I’ve combined the most 
effective features and audio techniques from all my 
other lucid dreaming tracks on this piece.


INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: To lucid dream 
while listening to this music, first sleep for about 4-5 
hours and then wake up using your alarm.  
When you wake up, do a small 5 minute 
meditation and then play this track through 
stereo headphones.  

As you lay there, tell yourself 'I'm lucid' or 'I'm 
dreaming' again and again as you fall back asleep. Imagine you're walking down a 
staircase and with each step, you dive further into the dream, and the dream 
becomes clearer. Pretty soon, you'll be in a beautiful lucid dream, in control of 
everything! 


Some affirmations you can use for this to help you lucid dream tonight are: 


• I can lucid dream 
• I am lucid dreaming right now 
• I lucid dream easily and often 
• I remember all of my dreams 
• I'm dreaming right now 
• I'm in control of my dreams 
• My lucid dreams are amazing 
• I'm in control of my reality 

 

Track 5: ‘Golden Ratio Experience’ 396hz Luxury 8 Hour Track  

The ‘Golden Ratio’ is a sequence that runs 
through everything in the Universe, and life itself.  

This track is tuned to that frequency, and helps you 
ground yourself, manifest faster, heal, raise your 
vibrations and grow stronger in all ways. 

The Golden Ratio is a ratio that every single person 
on earth is able to identify. It’s because of the 
Golden Ratio that all objects in our world are 
symmetrical, even though they may not be perfect. 




The reason for this is because when you divide one number by another 
number, the Golden Ratio can be created. 

In geometry, it is the point where the length of the longer side divided by the 
shorter side is equal to 1.618. The Golden Ratio can also be found in nature, 
where it often shows up in spirals, like sea shells or hurricanes. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: As this can be used for a WIDE range of 
things, it’s largely up to you. I would suggest you try and use this when doing 
energy clearing, meditation, visualisation, and energy work.  

Track 6: ‘New Horizons’ Astral Experience Luxury 8 Hour Track  

New Horizons takes you on an ‘other worldly’ lucid 
dreaming/astral projection adventure. Designed for 
deep meditation, astral projection and other 
dimensions. Activates the pineal gland/third eye 
much faster than other methods. 

The astral body is the part of you that stays out of 
your physical body while you are sleeping. Your 
astral body can leave your physical body while you 
are awake, too. 


This is called "astral projection." It's important 
to make sure that your astral body is always in 
contact with your physical body by keeping it 
grounded. 

This track is designed SPECIFICALLY for astral projection, and helping you 
reach this state of awareness and consciousness.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS: Make sure you’re in a good, positive 
energetic state BEFORE using this. Don’t use this or try to project, when you’re 
feeling down. 


Find a quiet, dark, warm place like a bedroom and lay down. Play this track, and 
focus on meditating and quietening your mind. You can use any technique for 
astral projection that you’d like here. We wrote an article on our site about how 
to do this for beginners. 


Follow whichever astral projection technique you’d like, while listening to the 
track. Let your mind and awareness drift into the astral realm.  

https://astralhq.com/astral-projection-guide/


Common Questions And Troubleshooting 

What Are Binaural Beats? 

Binaural Beats are a type of sound that can be made by two speakers, one 
speaker on each side of the head. These speakers can produce something called 
"beat frequencies" which happen when the sounds coming out of the speakers 
reach each ear at different times. 


This phenomenon is called "interaural time difference". When people listen to this 
beat with headphones, their brain starts to create natural rhythm and patterns 
which correspond with certain frequencies. 

Can You Listen To All The Tracks In ONE Day? 

You technically can listen to all of them in one day. I wouldn’t suggest you do that 
though, because the tracks are all designed to do different things. Some are for 
lucid dreaming, some for opening your third eye. They all serve slightly different 
purposes, PLUS they’re long tracks, so you wouldn’t be able to listen to them all in 
one day unless you had a way to stop time! 


I’d suggest using the track that’s most relevant to you first, and see how it goes. 
For example if you’re trying to just raise your vibrations in general, any of the 
tracks will work. If you’re trying to lucid dream, ‘Lucid Odysee’ makes more sense. 


After Listening To One Track, How Long Should I WAIT Before Trying 
Another? 

Well, that’s really up to you. They’re long tracks, and they’re designed to be used 
for specific purposes. You can listen to one after the other if you want, but I’d be 
very surprised if you were able to listen to two 8 hour long tracks one after the 
other. Although, we now have 1 hour versions available. 


You could however, listen to a few minutes or even 20 minutes of one, THEN 
switch to another. But the benefits would be roughly the same. I’d suggest just 
trying the one you want to use the most, first, THEN try other ones. 


Should You Listen To The Tracks EVERY Day? 

There is some truth in the idea of listening to tracks like these every day to get the 
best benefit. I would agree, but in general it’s about TOTAL volume. What this 
means is it’s effective anyway, as long as you listen to it OFTEN. It doesn’t matter if 
you miss a day or two. Much like going to the gym to get stronger. It’s fine to miss 
a day or two as long as you’re consistent overall, across a year or more. 




I Can’t Open The Files Because They Never Finish Downloading 

If you’re having trouble opening the files, please follow these instructions. The files 
are all in a ‘zip folder’, which is intended to make it easier to download. The zip 
folder should be completely downloaded to your computer, before you try and 
open any of the individual files. First, download the entire zip folder (this is ONE 
file). 


Once you’ve downloaded it, and the entire zip folder is on your computer, NOW 
please try and unzip it using whatever software or program your computer uses. 
Usually, this is done automatically and your computer (PC or MAC for example) will 
detect that it’s a zip folder, and unzip it. Once it’s ‘unzipped’, you can view all of 
the individual files. 


Problems arise if you try and open the zip folder online, and then choose which 
files to download. Please first try downloading the ENTIRE zip folder, and then 
unzip it on your computer. I know this might be a bit time consuming as it’s a big 
file but it’s the best way for hosting large files and making them easy to download. 


The zip folder is hosted on Google drive, so should be available all the time, for 
any downloads. If you can’t download the zip folder, please get in touch and let me 
know about that. It really helps to try the download at a time when you’re not using 
your computer much or using/viewing other pages. 


Sadly, some people might ‘find it difficult if you have for example, a slow internet 
connection. For this, there’s really not much I can do as it’s down to your internet 
connection. I will be making smaller versions of the files available in the future. 


Is There A Special Order Or Way To Listen To The Tracks? 

Each track is unique and does something slightly different. That being said, you 
should probably start with just the basics, The Golden Ratio Experience. The 
‘Golden Ratio’ is a sequence that runs through everything in the Universe, and life 
itself. This track is tuned to that frequency, and helps you ground yourself, 
manifest faster, heal, raise your vibrations and grow stronger in all ways.


After that, you can move onto the other tracks, depending on what you need or 
want to experience from them.  

Our Other Products 

We have several other products that you might find useful. You can check our 
store here. Here’s a short summary of the other things we have for offer:  



Beginners Astral Projection Guide 
This course is a brilliant introduction to astral projection, and far more 
detailed than most guides or tutorials you’ve probably read online or in kindle 
books.  

This guide takes you by the hand and tells you exactly how it all works, and how to 
start astral projecting within a few weeks!


There are also several free bonuses included in this guide such as audio tracks and 
other ebook PDFs. This is a GREAT place to start for beginners, looking to just dip 
their toe in the water. 

Superhuman Optimisation System 
This is our most advanced and effective program. In Superhuman 
Optimisation, you’ll learn how to raise your vibrations and frequency.  

This directly helps you astral project, but it also helps you access your Higher 
Self, manifest your dream life and get ‘unstuck. You can either read more 
about it now, or watch our free video training that introduces the idea of 
raising your vibrations (do this first).  

Astral Discovery Video Course 
This video course is a great guide for if you’ve ALREADY tried to astral project, but 
it’s just NOT been working for you. You’ll get 9 high quality videos, audio 
downloads, PDF guides and more. 

SUBLIMINALS USED! 

IMPORTANT: It’s been said that subliminals work a LOT better when you don’t 
know what they are. This effect happens because when you’re AWARE of the 
subliminal messages, your conscious mind filters them and starts to input 
your beliefs on them. 


This can lead to them not working as effectively. 


They’ll still work well, but probably only about 80% of the power they’d have, 
if you DIDN’T know what they were.  

For example, let’s say the subliminal message is something like ‘I am wealthy’, that 
works to change your subconscious beliefs, if you’re not aware of it. 


https://astralhq.com/beginners-astral-projection/
https://astralhq.com/superhuman-optimisation-system/
https://astralhq.com/superhuman-optimisation-system/
https://astralhq.com/superhuman-optimisation-system/
https://astralhq.com/superhuman-optimisation-system/
https://astralhq.com/superhuman-optimisation-system/
https://astralhq.com/superhumanfreetraining/
https://astralhq.com/astral-discovery-video-course/


But if you become AWARE of the message or read it, your conscious mind steps in 
and says ‘no I’m not’, and you doubt yourself. This then makes it MUCH harder for 
the message to work. That being said, I understand that some people might really 
need/want to know what the subliminal messages are in the tracks they’re listening 
to. Firstly, I’ve only layered subliminals in a few of the tracks, in case you DON’T 
want subliminal messages. 


I’ll list below the ACTUAL sentences and subliminal messages I’ve layered in, 
so you can see if you want to listen to them. I’ll put lots of space here so you 
don’t see them by accident. Only scroll down and read the subliminals if you 
REALLY need to. By seeing them, they don’t work as well (although they’ll still 
work 80% of their power).  
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Track 1: ‘Fibonacci Shifting Experience’ 396hz and 8hz Luxury 8 Hour Track 

• I can shift my reality

• I am in control of my reality

• I create my own reality

• I am a powerful infinite being 

• I decide what to experience

• I choose my life


Track 2: ‘Reality Shifting Booster’ 528hz Isochronic Tones Luxury 8 Hour 
Track 

• (Same ones) - 

• I can shift my reality

• I am in control of my reality

• I create my own reality

• I am a powerful infinite being 

• I decide what to experience

• I choose my life


Track 3: ‘Shaman Beats’ 71-79hz Raise Your Vibrations Luxury 8 Hour Track 

• My vibration is high

• My frequency is rising every day

• I always feel high vibration and high energy

• People around me notice my high vibration

• My high vibration attracts positive people to me

• My high frequency attracts abundance towards me

• I have a high vibration


Track 4: ‘Lucid Oddysee’ 207-215hz Luxury 8 Hour Track 

• I can lucid dream




• I lucid dream every night

• I control my dreams easily

• I always remember my dreams

• I find lucid dreaming easy

• I instantly recognise that I’m dreaming

• I am lucid dreaming right now


These messages are layered in groups of 3 throughout the track. So each 
sentence is repeated 3 times before the next sentence is read.  This is layered 
in starting very early in the track so even listening to a few minutes you’ll 
start to get the subliminal effects. If you don’t like/agree with these 
subliminals, please only listen to the other tracks with no subs. That being 
said, I’ve put a lot of effort into making sure the subliminal messages are 
things that would/should apply to and help anyone. They’re affirmations that 
will increase your ability and help break your subconscious limiting beliefs.  

Our Disclaimer  
About Us 

Copyright AstralHQ.com 2022; all rights reserved. You do not have 
permission to resell, reproduce, or otherwise distribute this ebook.

https://astralhq.com/disclosure/
https://astralhq.com/about/
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